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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
11/07/13  

SIGNS OF BULLISHNESS HAVE SURFACED BUT THE BULL FOCUS IS 
DISJOINTED  
 
OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -4.30, SILVER -3.30, PLATINUM +0.80  
 
London Gold AM Fix $1,316.00 Unchanged from prior AM Fix LME Copper 
Stocks 467,025 tons -1,900 tons. 
Gold Stocks 7.137 million ounces -17,891, Silver Stocks 169.827 million ounces 
-382,542  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets were mostly lower during the early Thursday 
morning hours but within tight ranges ahead of an ECB policy decision and US third-quarter growth data. There 
also appears some trepidation ahead of Friday's payroll data, with the view that it could sway the Fed's next move 
with asset purchases. Shares in Japan finished lower and within yesterday's range. The Shanghai Composite fell 
to a new seven day low in a light trading ahead of October trade data Friday. European shares were mixed ahead 
of this morning's ECB meeting, with uncertainty over whether the ECB will pursue easier monetary policy. US 
equity markets were fractionally lower, despite better a better than anticipated pricing for Twitter's IPO. US equity 
market focus turns to another look at third-quarter GDP this morning and a read on the labor market ahead of 
Friday's Non-Farm Payroll report. Third-quarter growth is expected to show a modest pullback from the 2.5% 
annualized pace seen during the second quarter.  
 
GOLD 
GOLD MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: The gold market bounced on Wednesday and in the process it managed a 
higher high and a higher low on the charts. Gold prices seemed to benefit from favorable currency market action 
but most of the gains in the US trade took place well in advance of US scheduled data flows. In retrospect, 
December gold prices generally saw a steady decline in prices throughout the US trade with all the gains forged 
prior to 5:00 am and the market clearly lost additional ground in the face of slack US mortgage application data 
and from a jump in a private layoff report yesterday. In short, gold wasn't able to gain off weak data that in turn 
could lower the prospect of renewed December Fed tapering fears. However, gold did seem to benefit from 
developing weakness in the Dollar, but with the ECB expected to float dovish talk today, the Dollar might not be 
under fresh pressure, unless US data is soft. Gold might see some minor support this morning from news of a rise 
in gold derivative holdings yesterday and gold might also see some minor lift from news that September South 
African gold production declined by 3.1%. The Commitments of Traders Futures and Options report as of October 
29th for Gold showed Non-Commercial traders were net long 128,576 contracts, an increase of 20,126 contracts. 
The Commercial traders were net short 135,126 contracts, an increase of 21,534 contracts. The Non-reportable 
traders were net long 6,550 contracts, an increase of 1,408 contracts. Non-Commercial and Non-reportable 
combined traders held a net long position of 135,126 contracts. This represents an increase of 21,534 contracts in 
the net long position held by these traders and may be a contributing factor to the sell off for the past week. 



Comex Gold Stocks were 7.137 million ounces down 17,891 ounces. Comex Gold stocks are at the lowest in the 
past 10 readings. The gold market today will focus on Draghi's speech after the ECB meeting, US third quarter 
GDP figures and US initial claims. The COT positioning was somewhat discouraging, given the somewhat lofty 
long position held by speculators into the recent highs, but some might also suggest that the buying trend of the 
speculator on a week over week basis is a positive. While gold hasn't displayed a consistent focus of late, we get 
the sense that the bull camp needs a weaker dollar to rally and that in turn suggests strong data. However, gold 
could get an initial lift from dovish ECB talk, as more easing outside of the US is usually supportive to gold and 
physical commodities. Critical support is seen at $1,310 and then again down at $1,305. On the other hand, a rise 
back above $1,323 could foster a wave of fresh stop loss buying as that level has been a quasi consolidation 
resistance zone this week.  
 
SILVER  
SILVER MARKET FUNDAMENTALS: From an early morning high Wednesday to the low just ahead of mid day 
in the US yesterday, December silver saw a slide of roughly 32 cents an ounce. While silver spent the day in 
positive ground yesterday, the majority of the silver gains took place in the late Asian Tuesday evening trade and 
the US session simply saw a steady slide in prices. For silver to distinctly improve its technical picture on the 
charts, probably requires a rise and close back above $22.075, (which was yesterday's high) but some traders 
might also suggest that a rally must be accompanied by something distinctly positive from the fundamental front 
to actually signal a sustainable uptrend pattern on the charts. Overnight silver did see evidence of rising silver 
production from Coeur Mining in its third quarter and the market also saw evidence of rising silver production from 
Great Panther silver. The big question for silver is whether it will attempt to rally off evidence of slack data and 
easing from the ECB, or if the market will be tripped up by adverse currency market action. The Commitments of 
Traders Futures and Options report as of October 29th for Silver showed Non-Commercial traders were net long 
24,618 contracts, an increase of 472 contracts. The Commercial traders were net short 32,888 contracts, an 
increase of 1,577 contracts. The Non-reportable traders were net long 8,269 contracts, an increase of 1,104 
contracts. Non-Commercial and Non-reportable combined traders held a net long position of 32,887 contracts. 
This represents an increase of 1,576 contracts in the net long position held by these traders. Comex Silver Stocks 
were 169.827 million ounces down 382,542 ounces. Silver stocks have increased 13 of the last 20 days. Today's 
silver trade will also take its lead from US economic news and also from ECB dialogue. A series of consolidation 
lows around $21.56 in December silver might be seen as a critical pivot point in the coming trading sessions, 
especially with the prospect of a noted increase in volatility seen over the coming 36 hours of trade. However, 
yesterday's technical action leaves a lot to be desired by the bull camp and even if there is dovish ECB dialogue 
and the prospect of fresh central bank easing, that bullish news might be countervailed by a resumption of gains 
in the Dollar. In short, silver has seen a shifting fundamental focus of late and the best outcome for the bull camp 
today, might be to see silver rally in the face of decent US data, but the cross currents over the next 36 hours of 
trade will be quite significant and traders might consider using near or even in the money December options 
instead of futures.  
 
 
METALS TECHNICAL OUTLOOK: 
Note: Technical commentary is based solely on statistical indicators and does not necessarily correspond to any fundamental analysis that 
may appear elsewhere in this report. 
 
COMEX GOLD (DEC) 11/07/2013: Momentum studies trending lower at mid-range could accelerate a price break 
if support levels are broken. The close below the 9-day moving average is a negative short-term indicator for 
trend. With the close over the 1st swing resistance number, the market is in a moderately positive position. The 
next downside target is now at 1303.7. The next area of resistance is around 1324.6 and 1329.8, while 1st 
support hits today at 1311.6 and below there at 1303.7. 
 
COMEX SILVER (DEC) 11/07/2013: Momentum studies are still bearish but are now at oversold levels and will 
tend to support reversal action if it occurs. A negative signal for trend short-term was given on a close under the 
9-bar moving average. Market positioning is positive with the close over the 1st swing resistance. The next 
downside target is now at 2137.9. The next area of resistance is around 2204.7 and 2228.8, while 1st support hits 
today at 2159.3 and below there at 2137.9. 
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